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MaP oF tHe unIts

map of the units

Unit Topics Grammar Vocabulary Functions Reading Writing Listening Speaking

1  My family, my friends 
& me

People

Daily life

have got

Present simple

Question words

Family

Daily activities

Describing people

Talking about routines and habits

Asking for and telling the time

Describing everyday activities

Part 2:

Sentences about a family

Part 6:

Descriptions of things people 
use every day

Part 3:

A conversation about a school 
day

Part 1:

Describing people

2 In my free time Hobbies & leisure

Personal opinions

Adverbs of frequency

Do you like …? / Would 
you like …?

Free-time activities Expressing preferences, likes and 
dislikes

Giving and responding to 
invitations

Part 3a:

Five conversations

Part 7:

Completing an email about 
a boy’s family, friends and 
hobbies

Part 4: 

A conversation about a 
cinema club

Part 1:

Asking and answering about 
free time

3 Eating in, eating out House & home

Food & drink

There is / are, a / an, 
some & any

How much / many? a lot, 
a little, a few

(don’t) have to

House & furniture

Food & drink

Saying where things are

Describing food

Ordering food

Expressing obligation

Part 5:

An article about a boy from 
Mali

Part 8:

Completing notes about a 
class dinner

Part 5: 

A talk about a school trip to a 
cookery school

Part 2:

Asking and answering about a 
café and a museum

4  What are you doing 
now?

Sport

Clothes

Present continuous

Present simple vs 
present continuous

Sport

Clothes

Talking about what people are 
doing now

Describing what people are 
wearing

Part 4:

An article about a young 
businessman

Part 9:

An email about clothes

Part 1:

Five short conversations

Part 2:

Asking and answering about a 
sports shop and a magazine

5  Great places to visit Places & buildings

Shopping

Past simple

ago

Time expressions in / at 
/ on

Places

Days & dates

Describing places

Talking about dates

Talking about events in the past

Part 2:

Sentences about a school trip to 
a football museum

Part 9:

An email about a shopping 
trip

Part 5:

Information about  a 
Hollywood tour

Part 1:

Questions about things you did 
this week

6  Getting there Transport

Travel

Comparative adjectives

Superlative adjectives

Transport

Directions

Making comparisons

Asking for and giving directions

Part 3b:

A telephone conversation about 
a party

Part 7:

An email about a trip to San 
Francisco

Part 2: 

A conversation about getting 
to a birthday party

Part 2:

Asking and answering about 
a boat tour and a transport 
museum

7  School rules! School & study

Entertainment

must / mustn’t

should / shouldn’t

can / could

Adverbs of manner

Education

Musical instruments

Expressing rules and obligation

Giving advice

Talking about ability in the 
present and past

Part 1:

Notices

Part 9:

An email about school

Part 5:

A talk by a new teacher

Part 1:

Questions about school subjects

8  We had a great time! Holidays

Personal 
experiences

Past continuous

Past simple & past 
continuous

Holiday activities

Adjectives of opinion

Talking about events in progress 
in the past

Giving opinions

Part 4:

An article about a holiday in 
Guadeloupe

Part 8:

Completing notes about a 
teacher’s wedding present

Part 2:

A conversation about where 
friends stayed on holiday

Part 2:

Asking and answering about a 
holiday and a travel programme

9  What’s on? Entertainment & 
media

Television

be going to

Infinitives & -ing forms

Going out

TV programmes

Word-building

Making suggestions

Talking about future plans

Part 3b:

A telephone conversation about 
plans for the weekend

Part 9: 

A message to a friend about 
a show

Part 4: 

A conversation about an 
audition for a TV show

Part 1: 

Questions about plans for the 
evening and a holiday

10  Are you an outdoors 
person?

The natural world

Weather

will, won’t & may

First conditional

The countryside

Weather & seasons

Following instructions

Making predictions about the 
future

Expressing certainty and doubt

Part 1: 

Notices

Part 8:

Completing a booking form 
for a weekend trip

Part 1:

Five short conversations

Part 2: 

Asking and answering about a 
camping trip and an adventure 
park

11  Healthy body,  healthy 
mind

Health & 
medicine

Personal feelings

Present perfect

just

yet / already

Present perfect with for 
& since

The body

Health & illness

Adjectives

Talking about recent past events

Talking about health problems

Discussing personal feelings

Part 5:

An article about the history of 
glasses

Part 3a:

Five conversations

Part 6:

Descriptions of words about 
health

Part 3: 

A conversation about a 
healthy living day

Part 1:

Questions about yourself and the 
weekend

12  Technology & me Communication

Appliances

The passive: present

The passive: past

Communication & 
technology

Describing objects

Describing simple objects

Checking understanding

Part 4:

An article about young people 
and technology

Part 7:

Completing emails about a 
lost MP3 player

Part 2:

A conversation about 
favourite things

Part 2:

Asking and answering about a 
web page and a computer game
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